CHAPTER XXXI
•ADMINISTRATION;   CONTRACTS;   DIRECT LABOUR;
COSTING;  AND SUPERVISION
Road Works by Contract.
Contracts for road-works are usually framed to give full protection
to the highway authority and to indicate to the contractor the
engineering requirements and standards for the work.
The specification should be sufficiently wide to enahle tenders to
be, invited by open competition; if proprietary articles are men-
tioned, the specification should be amplified by the words " or other
approved' material of equal quality ". Details of headings in the
General Conditions of Contracts in practice from 1950 are given in
Appendix II.
Direct Labour.
A considerable amount of road work, particularly maintenance
and minor improvements, is carried out by highway authorities by
" direct" employment of regular staff. Large authorities are better
able to employ their own staffs and equipment than small authorities.
Usually direct-labour employment carries with it the advantages of
superannuation, holidays, and sickness with pay. It seems quite
practicable in certain cases, where there are large areas of work to be
done, that some incentive bonus scheme could be applied with ad-
vantage to the men and to the Authority.
Repairs to roads may be carried out by the patrol or the gang
method; in the former a certain mileage is dealt with by a patrol-
man, with assistants if required. In the gang method a team of
men with plant and vehicles will carry out more extensive operations,
including re-conditioning and tar-spraying.
Haulage.
The organization and cost of road haulage of materials play an
important part in the efficiency of running of a road contract; the
control of operations of vehicles employed should come under the
district or resident engineer, or possibly under a transport officer,
For economical running a vehicle should work the maximum
mileage of loaded journeys; naturally, it is often only possible to
run loaded in one direction and unloaded on the return journey; a
typical example of this is the use of transit concrete-mixers; in some
cases economy will result from the use of trailers.
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